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ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
by K l aus B ollinger
At the Institute of architecture here at the Angewandte we have been
conducting design driven research for many years. Our architectural
design studios, currently led by Greg Lynn, Hani Rashid and Kazuyo
Sejima, and formerly by Wolf Prix and the late Zaha Hadid, are
pushing the innovation of the architectural practice under current
and prospective social, economic and technological implications.
Also the adjoining departments, for example the Department of Energy
Design and the Department of Building Construction, that are both
engaged in design work of the studios and conducting governmental
funded research programs deal with general design aspirations,
sensibilities, and specific needs to understand fundamental design
and production of a future architecture.
Although artistic and poetic qualities are central in the development
of architecture, architecture does not enjoy the same freedom and
creativity as art due to the constraints of function, techniques and
technology imposed by different standards and procedures.
Conventions that have a long characterised fundamental design
attitudes, such as standardisation of components for efficient
industrialised production, are already being challenged by mass
customisation and other ideas made feasible by new design and
production capabilities.
The role of the architect in this new professional practice evolves
- like in industrial design where in the last 15 years designers have
gradually gotten larger roles as they harness the newest design
techniques and all downstream production technologies.
We, the Institute of architecture at the Angewandte, are happy to be
part of the Innochain-research network where the interdependent,
multi-linear relations of architecture, engineering and production
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are scientifically explored in research groups of their respective
proponents, namely architects, engineers and production
professionals, who develop innovative ideas and prototype potential
solutions.
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DYNAMIC NETWORKS
by A nja J onkhans
By definition, teamwork is a “dynamic process involving two or more
professionals with complimentary background and skills sharing
common goals and exercising concerted mental effort in assessing,
planning or evaluating”.
In all professions, maybe except those purely artistic, teamwork is
advocated as a means of assuring quality in the delivery of services.
It consists of interdependent performances or tasks by multiple
individuals that are connected multi-linearly.
Naturally, in architecture teamwork is essential, as the profession
always deals with multiple issues. On a large scale this can be the
inevitable mix of the social, economic and technological implications
of building buildings, on the smaller scale it can be the technical
iteration of an architectural detail.
In most cases, when idea turns to innovation it undergoes a
development that may start with the idea from an individual that is
enriched with the inventiveness of others that add to the original idea
with complementary information.
Innochain is all about such teamwork under which ideas turn to
innovation:
PhD students who work as researchers developing individual and
specific architectural propositions together with engineers and
individual industrial partners in order to reach a high level of overal
feasibility.
The whole process of posing an academically founded architectural
question and developing this to a feasible and practical solution is in my opinion - what architectural education is all about, even if this
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The framework of courses, colloquium and exhibition, together with
workshops and individual exchange offer all researchers a platform
for critical feedback and evaluation of their current research status as
well as the possibility to learn about neighboring peer projects.
This third Innochain Network journal covers the time period of
September 2016 up to March 2017 and gives an insight of courses
taking place within the Innochain network as well as the the
documentation of the first year colloquium with the exhibiton “design
probes” in Vienna.

EDITORIAL

is now in a postgraduate and EU-funded research format.
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2.0 Scientific Courses
2.1 SCIENTIFIC COURSE / COMPUTATION

Innochain.net Phd Network
i-o-a.at Institut of Architecture, Structural Design
nformations.com, n Formations – an FWF funded research project
bollinger-grohmann.com - Bollinger+Grohmann Engineers

WORKSHOP BRIEF
Introduction to contemporary concepts and methods of Machine
Learning, foremost Neural Networks. Special emphasis will be put
on the Limitations and Possibilities of the State-of-the-Art, and
its relation to digital design and production. Karamba3d comes to
use with Octopus’ new Machine Learning Algorithms to form and
optimize virtual structures.

SCIENTIFIC COURSES

September 19-22 September2016, University of Applied Arts Vienna
Robert Vierlinger
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DESCRIPTION
The course will focus on understanding the concepts of today’s
advances in the field, supported by hands-on training with
•
Online platforms offering playful experiments with MLalgorithms
•
Machine Learning Algorithms for Grasshopper (authored by
the instructor)
•
Architectural Design Experiments supported by karamba3d
(not all structural)
Much success of machine learning today is based on one or both of
Computational Power and/or Big Data.
We do not have the resources of google, but nevertheless we can
explore the same concepts in a smaller scale. Or we use the same
concepts in a different, designerly way. The openness of Grasshopper
helps to study these hyped methods in architectural examples.
Keywords of the courses’ training goals and contents of the
Grasshopper tools:
•
Design by Experience: Supervised Learning
•
Design by Try and Error: Unsupervised-, Reinforcement-,
Evolutionary Learning
•
Novelty Search: MAP-Elites, Illuminated Search Space
•
Kohonen-Map: Self Organizing Map, Dimensionality
Reduction, Data Visualization
•
Interactive Evolution
•
Deep Learning: (no GH tool) Generalization, Scalability, Big
Data
•
Representation: Neural Networks as flexible parameterization

WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS RESULT EXAMPLES
01 Evy Slabbinck

Different phases of selection to generate
a network of solutions

Final solution with a minimised
deformation

fig .
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2.2 SCIENTIFIC COURSE / METHODOLOGY AND
EXPERIMENTATION

Concrete Form[ing]work:
METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTATION

18

Integrating paterns and smart textiles with cast concrete

A nnie L ocke S cherer
KTH R oyal I ns titute
schre @ k th . se

of

Technology

Concrete Form[ing] work is part of the research project: “Concrete
Performance: Towards Digitally Informed Cement-Bound Material
Systems” funded by Formas, the Swedish Research Council and
headed by Prof. Dr. Oliver Tessmann.

ABSTRACT
This paper outlines the design methods in the research project
Concrete Form[ing] work, and seeks to contextualize these methods
within design research. First, it examines current design methodology
in practice and situates this research within existing work. The second
section provides an overview of ongoing and planned probes,
while the third reflects on future uses and practice-based design
applications.
Concrete Form[ing] work explores the integration of smart textiles
and cast concrete to investigate novel techniques for creating
architectural elements. While traditional form work for custom or
sinuous concrete structures is often costly or impossible to fabricate,
this research looks at a myriad of techniques to custom-tailor fabric
for casting. These include traditional hand smocking as well as
more recent research into custom knit structures that can react and
transform in response to heat, water, or electrical currents.
The integration of such methods opens up a new possibility of
design research and fabrication techniques in regards to what can
be achieved with fabric form work. It also speculates on additional
research that could introduce an industrial robot arm and sensors to
explore issues of repeatability, scale, and economy.
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DESIGN RESEARCH
Concrete construction has always defaulted to the economy and
simplicity of rational, planar elements. With assembly processes in
the construction industry, efficiency in building has always been
valued over experimentation because of the ability to rationalize and
evaluate planar form work. Designers have chosen to default to what
is “known” instead of re-imagining novel methods of using existing
materials.
With the technological revolution came, there was a shift away from
the fabrication of forms that were logical slabs, beams, and columns.
Instead, construction methods developed expressive personalities of
their own based on a material’s characteristics. Designers began to
recognize that such simplified elements did not use the material in
the most rational means, but did not trust cost evaluations for these
novel construction methods. Eladio Dieste, one of the pioneers of
vaulting and thin shell concrete construction, discusses his concern
of designers settling for fabricating planar elements because of the
simplicity in testing and evaluation. While he recognizes that it is
critical to have an analytical evaluation of construction methods and
economy, he argues that simplification of construction is “unjustified,”
and that it is not enough of a reason to default to simple, economical
structures in practice-based design research (Dieste, 186).
Dieste argues that while architecture is a construction, it is also an art.
An engineer himself, he looked to architecture and design to solve
problems that were inherently structural. “For architecture to be truly
constructed, the materials should not be used without a deep respect
for their essence and consequently for their possibilities” (Dieste, 187).
There must be a relationship between rationality and expressiveness
in order to achieve progress. By reenvisioning material possibilities
and resisting the temptation to only build simple, economical
structures, designers choose innovation over certainty..
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Over the next few decades, Dieste dedicated his life to the
investigating the essence of materials and their mysteries and apply
these economically. Keeping an artistic inquiry inherent in design
research raises new problems and research questions that would
emerge otherwise.
Reflecting on the difficulties of testing and disseminating novel
construction methods, designers and architects must continue
to develop evaluation methods for their research, particularly
as new methods of fabrication are developed. Mette Ramsgard
Thomsen and Martin Tamke note that inherent differences between
architecture and engineering, as well as the varying levels of inquiry,
require designers to develop more cyclical methods of evaluation.
The recent advancement of digital machines and fabrication has
shifted the means in which we conduct design research, and we
must create new methods in evaluating material evidence in relation
to architectural practice. Thomsen and Tamke present three types of
material evidence as means of evaluating research within our field:
the design probe, the material prototype and the demonstrator.
(Ramsgard Thomsen, 2009).
Because of architecture is always embodied by the material, these
three modes of material evidence allow architects to apply a
dimensionality to a given design question and solution. While the
design probe is more speculative investigation of design criteria, the
material prototype explores the material behavior and extrapolates
upon the criteria set up by the probe (Ramsgard Thomsen, 2009).
The demonstrator then builds upon this further, taking the wandering
and sometimes fragmented prototyping process and applying realworld constraints to construct a more conclusive investigation. By
arguing that using the integrated approach of research by design
and emphasizing the implementation of physical demonstrators,
architects can aptly position their research to create a more cyclical
and reflective connection between design, analysis, specification
and fabrication (Ramsgard Thomsen, 2015).
Coupling the understanding of materials with complex instead of

METHODS
Traditional concrete form work is often rigid and costly, choosing
to constrain hydrostatic pressures and materiality of concrete rather
than work with it. As an alternative to standard, planar elements, fabric
form work in concrete has evolved in recent years. Notable projects
by Mark West, Remo Pedreschi, and Alan Chandler investigate novel
methods of designing traditional architectural elements such as
beams, columns, and walls. Each of these projects are achieved
through simultaneous physical experimentation and informed
intuition of material behavior.
These projects utilize fluid-responsive form work as casting
techniques that allow the engagement of materiality and rheology
within the construction process. Once the inherent rheological
qualities of concrete are no longer constrained by rigid form work, the
material is allowed to be an active design driver in the casting process.
The combination of a fluid material with fabric form work allows an
expressiveness of the construction material, rather than resistance.
Fabric’s inherent fluid responsive, volumetric characteristics require
little or no additional bracing and subsequently results in a sustainable,
low-waste form.

23
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static behaviors, we can work with the fears on innovation as observed
by Dieste, and use demonstrators and full-scale architectural
installations to realize new material practices. This reflection must
also be used when evaluating the complex relationship between
digital and the physical prototype. Material testing and probes must
be developed simultaneously with digital models. Data from physical
testing is used to inform the digital tools and in turn, the digital models
helps develop an understanding of material behaviors and structures
not achievable by prototypes. What is critical is that we must verify
our computational models by simultaneously developing both
physical and digital tools in order to evaluate the appropriateness
and precision of our experiments. Figure 03 shows a comparison
between the digital model of CITA’s Dermoid and final scan of the
demonstrator. Even after fabrication is complete, reflection on the
validity and precision of the digital model is critical.
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Additionally, during the casting process, excess water is allowed to
wick through the pores of the fabric and ultimately improves the
density, strength, durability, and surface texture of the final cast
object.
Projects such as Keith Kaseman’s Fabric[ation] and Yuliya
Baranovskaya’s Knitflatable Architecture take textile research one
step further, examine the implications of programming material with
inherent, varied elasticities and material properties. These projects not
only consider fabric textures and seams that leave their own trace on
the form, but also articulate structural mass and depth with sinuous
bumps and bulges. When pressure is applied to this differentiated
material, either hydrostatic or pneumatic, the once flat pattern is
transformed into a complex, differentiated volume. Concrete Fabric
Form[ing] work ‘s research methodologies are grounded in the
articulation of cast material and textile. By differentiating areas of
varying elasticity, the hydrostatic pressure of the cast concrete can
begin to act as both a form finder and form giver.
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SMOCKING
In an effort to integrate current fabric form work research with
more specified material differentiation as seen in Fabric[ation] and
Knitflatable Architecture, this project investigates patterns and
methods to formally manipulate flat sheets of fabric. Concrete
Form[ing]work examines traditional smocking, an embroidery
technique of gathering fabric that has been used since the Middle
Ages, and questions how this technique can be applied in novel
means. Smocking refers to the gathering and stitching together of
fabric in a wide variety of patterns, a technique that has commonly
been used in clothing for cuffs, necklines, and waistlines in the
absence of elastic. Smocking reduces the size of the fabric to roughly
one third of its original size, and can be applied to architectural
elements to specify varying areas of elasticity as well as differentiate
global geometry.

F ig .6:

tr aditional smocking technique s

fig . tr aditional smocking techniques

CASTING IN SMOCKING

• concrete slump under larger weight and hydrostatic pressures
•fabric selection to avoid connection breakage
•improvement and specification of rheology of the concrete mixture
•level of detail that can be achieved without cracking of concrete
•parameterization of patterns
•application of smocking as more than purely decorative
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In order to better understand this process and potential architectural
applications, a series of smocking patterns were produced by hand.
The jersey cotton fabric was laid out on a grid points of connection
were marked with a felt pen. These areas were hand-stitched with
a cotton thread to create a variety of different textures and forms, a
few of which are exhibited in Figure 07. A few patterns proved to have
too complex of folds or overlapping to allow the cast concrete to
easily flow and were discarded. A simple concrete mixture was used
for these initial probes (1:1:0.4 ratio of cement, fine aggregate and
water), and will continue to be developed based on the rheological
needs of each particular smocking pattern.
This research is currently in the process of creating a catalogue of
potential smocking techniques that could be used in this manner.
After rigorous testing of the application of smocking to twodimensional surfaces, the next steps would be to apply these patterns
in the same manner as West, Pedreschi, and Chandler. Looking at the
application of smocking in the form of beams, columns, and walls
brings a greater understanding as to how these techniques could be
applied to architectural elements. This learning through fabrication
technique will undoubtedly produce a series of unforeseen results,
which will inform the design decisions that must be made when
scaling up and adding multi-dimensionality to global forms. Such
parameters could include:
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fig .7:
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how can fabric form work be re-envisioned through smocking
to create novel casting techniques?
how can smocking be parameterized and differentiated to
articulate a new methods of fabricating architectural elements?
In developing these questions, different techniques of investigation
can be applied to this research. Peter Krogh’s “Ways of Drifting”
describes an applicable series of research methodologies that can
be used to evaluate experiments carried out to test a hypothesis.
He describes a few methods of “drifting” for designers to evaluate
learning from findings: accumulative, comparative, serial, expansive,
and probing (Krogh, 7). When looking at Concrete Form[ing]work’s
methodology, the most logical means of experimentation lie
somewhere between comparative and serial.
The comparative typology, as developed by Fogtmann and Ross,
explores a number of cases to evaluate results in an overarching
comparison. It involves testing central design cases in both identical
and wide ranges of design context. The application of such typology
results in exposing the complexity of an experiment by applying the
design scenario in a multitude of situations (Krogh, 8). The application
of smocking to a variety of architectural typologies will take this
comparative approach.
Serial experimentation compliments the comparative method,
where this “denotes how design experiments are being carried out
in a certain order or logic of locality determined by how neighboring
experiments in a sequence influence one another” (Krogh, 9). This
chronological approach continually builds upon the previous
experiments and “systematizing local knowledge.” While a portion of
Concrete Form[ing]work will comparative, this serial typology is also
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It is also important to specify and reflect on this current method
of exploration in order to evaluate whether it answers the research
questions:
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useful in evaluating the value of each experiment. New constraints and
unknown discoveries will come about and determine the feasibility of
fabricating complex smocking and its’ reaction to concrete rheology,
and an approach that builds upon previous results will be extremely
valuable.
These methods of “drifting” are not the only means of assessing
the value of experimentation. It is important to view a research
hypothesis as provisional and changing. The critical aspect is how
the hypothesis evolves; making sure to learn from experimentation
instead of jumping around. Whether experimentation uses one of
Krogh’s typologies or simply does something extraordinary to see
what happens, evaluation changes over time and often includes
post-rationalization. What is most important is the rigorous process
in which a designer must compare experimentation and research
questions, and consistently check to make sure the two correlate.

FUTURE PROBES AND PARTNERSHIPS
While fabric form work with concrete has evolved in the last half
century, there has been very little experimentation with differentiation
of materials. The past few decades have shown a huge increase in
the fabrication of smart-textiles that are “augmented with the power
of change and have the ability to perform or respond“ (Verbücken,
2003). With the aid of computing technology and CNC knitting
machines, it is possible to integrate “smart” materials with textiles.
This can, in turn, question the current research into fabric-cast
architectural elements.
fig .8
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•PVA: a fabric that dissolves when in contact with water
•Pemotex: a material that hardens when heat is applied
•Polyester or nylon blends that shrink when heat is applied
•Nitinol or Flexinol integration that actuates or shrinks when heat or
electrical current is applied
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The Swedish School of Textiles in Borås has been investigating
novel methods of developing interactive textiles, with an emphasis
on various interactive expressions such as water, heat, electrical
and touch reaction. With the use of industrial weaving and knitting
machines, there is the possibility of fabricating more complex,
reactive form work that could open a new realm of possibilities when
working with cast concrete. Such exploration could include a blend
of a base material and reactive materials such as:
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These shape changing materials could change traditional design
to fabrication methods to one which is interactive and iterative
throughout the casting process. Form work could be pre-programmed
to harden or shrink when it comes into contact with the moisture
of the cast concrete. After a form is cast, heat or electrical current
could be applied to continually sculpt the form work even after the
concrete has been poured. The exploration of textiles that have
pattern differentiation with structure-changing properties, whether it
be shrinking, stiffening, dissolving or actuating, could have significant
architectural and industrial applications. These untapped possibilities
will be explored in the coming year with KTH’s partnership with the
Swedish School of Textiles.

ROBOTS
The added complexity of integrating smart textiles brings up the
question of industrialization and mass-production. Currently, these
material probes are sewn by hand in order to develop an understanding
of smocking patterns andtheir fabrication. While analog experiments
are vital to a critical understanding of material behavior, it is important
fig .11: robots in architec ture applic ations

Arcane knowledge of fabrication with industrial robot arms
previously belonged to specialized engineers. This recent transfer
of this knowledge and accessible interfaces has allowed architects,
designers, researchers, educators, and artists to take up their own
robotic projects within the creative industry. Robotic arms signify a
new type of tool and a possible shift away from a conventional linear
workflow. Previous conventional workflow was linear - design to
fabrication - in which robotics were simply is used in the fabrication
of a predetermined design. With industrial robot arms, we can see the
emergence of bi-directional workflows that supports the possibility of
designer-robot-interaction. Figure 11 catalogs some recent uses for
industrial robot arms and demonstrates the huge breath possibilities
for their use in architecture.
While there are a huge range of existing applications for robotics, it is
important to view a robot as a tool with limitations. That being said, it
can be used in conjunction with Concrete Form[ing]work to develop
processes that might not be possible by hand. Robotics could be
integrated in a way to take advantage of its precision, whether it
is creating an industrial smocking technique, or using the robot to
sense and accurately apply heat or other inputs to manipulate both
local and global geometry to a cast form.

CONCLUSION
Through these design explorations and considerations, Concrete
Form[ing]work aims to evaluate existing casting techniques and
re-envision these in the context of smocking, smart textiles
and robotics. With the integration of heat, touch, and electrical
responsiveness, this research challenges conventional by employing
a more iterative and interactive production process. Contextualizing
this fabrication method in an industrial setting further addresses
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to critically question the industrial applications when working with
these techniques on a larger scale. More rigorous testing of handfabricated elements will eventually find limitations of what is possible
to fabricate.
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. issues of repeatability, scale, and economy. The coupling of reactive
formwork and expressive materiality of concrete exposes a myriad
of new possibilities of fabric cast forms and seeks to blur the line
between where designer ends and fabricator begins.
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Helena Westerlind
M e thodology

and e xperiment

INTRODUCTION
This essay aims to formulate the theoretical framework concerning the
roleof ‘experiment’ as part of the research methodology. The project
explores the future use of concrete as a medium of architecture by
specifically investigating computer controlled deposition in relation
to articulated movement and concrete’s self-supporting capacity.
The work focuses on establishing synergies and synthesis between
the rheological properties of concrete and the variable operations
constituting the deposition process in order to develop structural
and formal performance. For this purpose, the notion of ‘material
resolution’ is used, in addition to ‘geometric resolution’, to emphasize
the aim to match material variation with a variability of structural
requirements.
The development of concrete as a modern construction material
constitutes an intimate relationship between material and knowledge
production in which ‘making’ is form of ‘knowing’. A historical perspective
reveals that the empirical knowledge underpinning the advancement of
concrete technologies emerged from a combination of several different
practices that involved both a trial-and-error approach taking place on the
construction site, as well as methodical testing in scientific laboratories.

The central role of ‘experiment’ is emphasised by its ability to bridge
practice and theory and enable the study of material processes in
their full complexity, beyond the simplifications of the exact sciences
and theoretically derived principles .The notion of craft is significant
to thisexperimental inquiry because of its historical role and inherent
ability of dealing with variability of behaviour of materials.

Part 1. ‘Making’ and ‘Knowing’
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Epistêmê & Technê.
Theory of science typically places ‘making’ and ‘knowing’ as
belonging to different types and orders of knowledge. Historically,
this separation goes back at least to the time of Aristotle and the
distinction made between epistêmê and technê. Epistêmê being
the Greek word usually translated as knowledge’, while technê
is commonly translated as either ‘craft’ or ‘art’. Craft’ and ‘making’
have thus been associated with practical knowledge, often informal
and tacit, while ‘knowing’ relates to theoretical,propositional, and
abstract knowledge. This distinction, between the ‘mind’ and the
‘hand’, ‘thought’ and ‘action’, has shaped western attitudes towards
material and knowledge production, and resulted in a historical map
made up of oppositional and hierarchically ordered categories such
as: scholar/artisan, science/technology, pure/applied, and theory/
practice.[1].
The first universities of Europe regarded ancient written sources to be
the only true source of knowledge (fig. 1).[2]Not until the seventeenth
century did such beliefs begin to be replaced with the idea that
one’s own experience could be a source of knowledge and that
experiments could be used to intervene in the world in order to study
isolated phenomena. When Francis Bacon in 1620 wrote ‘Neither the
naked hand or the understanding left to itself can effect much’ he
envisaged the future of science as a‘binding alliance’ between theory
and experiment.

METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTATION

THEORY OF SCIENCE

Those who have treated of the sciences have been either
empiricists or dogmatists. Empiricists, like ants, simply
accumulate and use; Rationalists, like spiders, spin webs
from themselves; the way of the bee is in between: it takes
material from the flowers of the garden and the field; but it
has the ability to convert and digest them. This is not unlike
the true working of philosophy; which does not rely solely or
mainly on mental power, and does not store the material
provided by natural history and mechanical experiments in
its memory untouched but altered and adapted in the
intellect. Therefore much is to be hoped from a closer and
more binding alliance (which has never yet been made)
between these faculties[3]
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1 Lissa Roberts, Simon Schaffer, and Peter Dear, eds, The Mindful hand: Inquiry and invention from the late

renaissance to early industrialisation (Koninkliijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, 2007), p. XIV.
2 Lars-Göran Johansson, Philosophy of Science for Scientists. (2015), p. 10.
3 Francis Bacon, The New Organon. Ed. Fulton H. Anderson (Liberal Arts Press, 1960), p. XCV, B o o k 1 .

The role(s) of experiment
In Representing and Intervening (1983), the philosopher of science
Ian Hacking, aims to restore the productive role of experiment in
science and advocate a ‘back-to-Bacon movement, in which we
attend more seriously to experimental science’.[9]

4 Ian Hacking, Representing and Intervening (Cambridge University Press, 1983), p.149. 5 Ibid.
6 Richard Rorty, “Method Social Science, and Social Hope”, Canadian Journal of Philosophy 11.4, 1981, p.
572.
7 Ibid.
8 Pamela H. Smith, Ways of making and knowing: The material culture of empirical knowledge (University of
Michigan Press, 2014), p. 5.
9 Ian Hacking, Representing and Intervening (Cambridge University Press, 1983), p.143.
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The Scientific Revolution
During the scientific revolution, the experimental method was
officially acknowledged to be ‘the royal road to knowledge’.[4]Yet,
the history of science has mainly been written as a history of theory
in which the importance of observations and experiments have been
largely overlooked.[5] An in-depth discussion about the reasons for
the continued bias for theory over practice is beyond the scope of
this essay but part of the explanation is acknowledged have to do
with the widespread belief in science as ‘the search for an absolute
conception of reality’. Universal generalisations, provided by such as
Galileo and Newton, appeared to reveal ‘nature’s own vocabulary’, and
reinforced the idea of a ‘value-free view of reality’.[6] Since their time
to the present ‘rationality’, ‘objectivity’ and ‘rigor’ have been intimately
bound up with the search for such predictive generalisations, and
considered necessary means in order to produce knowledge.[7]
Meanwhile the cognitive and and interpretative processes involved in
‘making’, has been associated with a ‘subjectivity’ that is considered
incompatible with ‘true’ knowledge.[8] As a result ‘knowledge’ largely
continues to rest upon oppositional categories such as propositional/
non-propositional knowledge, a priori/posterior knowledge and
explicit/tacit knowledge.
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Hacking maintains that there is not just one method of science
and questions the supremacy of the purely deductive method,
heavily promoted by Karl Popper and others, which defines the role
of experiment to be merely ‘an aid to thought’ for the purpose of
proving a theory.[10] Although acknowledging that some level of
understanding always pre-exist experiment Hacking identifies the
deductive method to be merely one of the relationships that can exist
between theory and experiment.History also give examples of the
model of induction, in which observation, experiment, and analogy
precede theory. Moreover, experiment can also serve practical
invention without any predetermined relationship with theory, like in
the case of the steam engine:
The development of that technology involved endless
‘experiment’ but not in the sense of Popperian testing of
theory nor of Davy-like induction. The experiments were the
imaginative trials required for the perfection of the technology
that lies at the centre of the industrial revolution[11]
Science Studies
With the emergence of science studies, in which Hacking was a
prominent figure, the ‘making of science’ became an area of scientific
investigation. That is to say, the history of science no longer merely
involved the study of finished scientific achievements, what scientists
‘said’, but also what they actually ‘did’. In Science in action: How to
follow scientists and engineers through society (1987) Bruno Latour
writes:
our entry into science and technology will be through the back
door of science in the making, not through more grandiose
entrance of ready made science.[12]

10 Ibid. p. 153.
11 Ibid. p. 164.
12 Bruno Latour, Science in action: How to follow scientists and engineers through society (Harvard
university press, 1987), p. 4.
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14 Ibid.
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When ‘scientific method’ thus became ‘science practice’, and scientific
discovery ‘knowledge production’, it was becoming increasingly
recognized that there was a craft component to science and that like
any other creative activity, science was a highly social enterprise. In
Leviathan and the Air Pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the Experimental Life
(1985), Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer placed material culture at
the centre of their investigation and initiated an sub-field of science
and technology studies that recognized the importance of objects
and their ‘lives’ in the making of science. The acknowledging of the
role of instruments, equipment, and machinery as part of the process
of constructing scientific facts meant that experiments came to appear
less like self-evident fact machines and more like an application of
a skilled scientist. STS (science, technology, society) consequently
became ‘the study of science and technology in a social context’
that understand science as a set of practices that are shaped by
their historical, organisational, and social context. [13]‘Scientific
knowledge and technology’, John Law writes, ‘participate in the
social world, being shaped by it, and simultaneously shaping it’.[14]
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Science and Craft
As soon as the history of science broadened its attention to also
include the making of science, not merely scientific theories, a
growing realization of the complex and intimately related process of
material and knowledge production naturally followed. New attention
to the ways in which early modern craft overlapped with, and
contributed to, the development of modern science questioned the
seemingly self-evident view of the ‘scientist’ profession as something
dramatically opposed to the ‘artisan’ and cast new attention to the
relationship between ‘making’ and ‘knowing’.[15] Precedents for an
empiricist investigation of nature have clear historical parallels in the
artisan workshops of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and in
Ways of making and knowing: The material culture of empirical
knowledge historian Pamela H. Smith writes:
There is no doubt, that the network of correspondences
functioned as a “theory” by which craftspeople oriented their
practices and understanding of the behaviour of natural
materials. Moreover, their repeated experiences and
experiments in producing tangible things created generalised,
replicable, and transmissible knowledge about nature, even as
their techniques of making contributed to methods by which
scientific knowledge is produced.
The English word craft implies not only ability with hands but
understanding of how to accomplish one’s purposes, as in craftiness.
[17]The physical act of making new things is predicted on empirical
knowledge, but the very act of fabrication also forces the maker to
respond to unforeseen material abnormalities that go against the
idea of craft as merely mindlessly following a collection of recipes or
rules. Years of experience that practitioners accumulated of working
with raw materials trained intuition and fostered improvisation that,
15 Pamela H Smith, Ways of making and knowing: The material culture of empirical knowledge (University
of Michigan Press, 2014), p. 18.
16 Ibid. p. 40.
17 Pamela H Smith, Ways of making and knowing: The material culture of empirical knowledge (University of
Michigan Press, 2014), p. 2.

The methodology underpinning this investigation questions the
historical validity and efficiency of placing ‘making’ and ‘knowing’ in
oppositional categories of knowledge and asks whether it is possible
to make such distinctions at all? The methodology seeks to promote
overlaps and synergies created by a multiplicity of activities and the
convergence of different disciplines. For this purpose, it pursues the
notion of craftsmen and artists as experts in the behaviour of matter
and that ‘making’ constitutes a means of investigating and ‘knowing’
‘nature’ that is complimentary to modern science.

18 Ibid, p. 20.
19 Bruno Latour, Science in action: How to follow scientists and engineers through society ( Harvard
university press, 1987), p. 43.
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according to Smith, led to a combination of practice and thought
which can be considered an embodied equivalent of inductive
reasoning[18]. A related phenomenon is highlighted in Science
in Action where Latour discusses the creative process and ‘tacit
knowledge’ of the scientist involved in the the ‘making’ of scientific
‘black boxes’. According to Latour all original discoveries eventually
become tacit knowledge.[19]

Part 2. ‘Making’ and ‘Knowing’
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MATTER VERSUS MATERIAL

Material Evolution.
How does a material acquire the properties it has and how are these
properties appropriated for human purposes? Long before any
theoretical understanding of the structure of matter, early civilisations
were developing vast knowledge about the transformation and
behaviour of materials by exposing them to chemical, thermal,
and mechanical treatment.[20]Early material evidence show a
progression from the stone age – to the bronze age – to the iron
age, that emphasize that the evolution of our species ‘would not
have been possible without an expanding and increasingly intricate
and complex use of materials.[21] One of the most significant
events in the ‘evolution’ of materials took place around 7000 years
ago when the development of irrigation technology transformed
human society from a nomadic way of life to civilisations formed
around the cultivation of land. In what has been described as ‘the
first technological revolution’ the subsequent emergence of cities
led to, not only, a progression of technology, but also, a new social
organisation that ‘allowed the necessary specialization and provided
the necessary superstructure for its exploitation and its control’.[22]
Cyril Stanley Smith writes about the impressive knowledge displayed
by these early craftsmen:
It was not intellectual knowledge, for it was sensually acquired,
but it produced a range of materials that continued to serve
almost all of man’ s needs in warfare, art, and engineering
20 Cyril Stanley Smith, “Matter versus Materials: A Historical View”, (Science, New Series, Vol. 162, No. 3854,
1968), p. 638.
21 Vaclav Smil, Making the Modern World: Materials and Dematerialization, (John Wiley & Sons, 2014), preface.
22 Cyril Stanley Smith, “Matter versus Materials: A Historical View”, (Science, New Series, Vol. 162, No. 3854,
1968), p. 637.
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Philosophy and Matter.
Science’s interest in materials has characteristically been concerned
with what a material is rather than what it does. As such it forms part
of a long metaphysical tradition that has governed western thought
since the first philosophers of Ancient Greece. In the classical world,
the explanation of the existence of matter was dominated by the
concept that ‘the elementary constituents of the matter in the universe
are four in number’.[24] All things were believed to be composed of
mixtures of the four elements: earth, air, fire and water, and to exhibit
varying characteristics according to their qualities: cold, dry, hot and
wet.[25] The early philosopher Empedocles initially referred to them
as the ‘four roots’ but Plato was later to rename them ‘elements’ and
to further theorize that each element was made up of one of the
regular polyhedra; fire was associated with the tetrahedron because
of its lightness, air with octahedron because it was the second
lightest, earth was associated with the cube because it was the most
stable, and water was associated with the icosahedron because of its
smoothness. The fifth platonic solid, the dodecahedron, was simply
associated with the heavens, or cosmos.

23 Ibid., p. 638.
24 Ibid.
25 Pamela H Smith, Ways of making and knowing: The material culture of empirical knowledge (University of
Michigan Press, 2014), p. 23.
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continually until the end of the 19th century A.D.[23]
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It is interesting to note that by the time the philosophers of Ancient
Greece were starting to think about the nature of matter, everything
about the behaviour of metal and alloys that could have been
discovered with preindustrial technology had been known for at least
a thousand years.[26] Nonetheless classical philosophy developed
with a condescending attitude to practice. Cyril Stanley Smith writes:
The ancient Greek philosophers, who set the tone for many
of the attitudes still prevalent throughout Western civilization,
regarded those involved in the production of material goods
as being less worthy than agriculturalists and others who
did not perform such mundane tasks...Throughout ancient
society the most menial tasks, especially those of mining and
metallurgy, were left to slaves. Hence the common social
attitude of antiquity, persisting to this day in some intellectual
circles, was to look down upon those who work with their
hands[27]
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26 Manuel DeLanda, ”Material Complexity” in Digital Tectonics ed. Neil Leach, David Turnbull, Chris Williams,
(Wiley, 2004), p. 15.
27 Melvin Kranzberg and Cyril Stanley Smith, “Materials in History and Society” in The Materials Revolution ed.
Tom Forrester, (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1988), p. 93

That the classical elements long remained influential in western
thought is apparent by their representation in visual art during the
early Renaissance, made possible by the invention of perspective
drawing. Nowhere is this influence more exquisitely manifested than
in Wenzel Jamnizter’s Perspectiva Corporum Regularium (1568) that
depicts polyhedral monuments and endless variations of the platonic
solids. Jamnitzer was one of the most renowned goldsmiths of his
time and most famous for his intricate life casts and compositions
that epitomized an aspiration to know and represent nature as true
as possible. In this context, the depiction of regular solids, more than
being a pure exercise in the art of perspective drawing, signify the
attempt to articulate a theoretical foundation for his artistic practice.

28 Manuel DeLanda, ”Uniformity and Variability: An Essay in the Philosophy of Matter” presented at Doors of
Perception 3: On Matter Conference, Netherlands Design Institute, Amsterdam, Holland), p. 2.
29 Cyril Stanley Smith, “Matter versus Materials: A Historical View”, (Science, New Series, Vol. 162, No. 3854,
1968), p. 639.
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Despite such sentiments it is likely that Greek philosophers, like
Aristotle, learned much from observing craftsmen and visiting
workshops. The classical elements could be regarded as a purely
metaphysical speculation, but their correspondence to what is
nowadays known as the importance of energy and the three main
states of aggregation of matter: the solid, liquid and gas states,
suggests that they derived from observation and conversation with
workmen who through their empirical knowledge would be very
familiar with the transmutation of matter when exposed to fire.[28]
Further indications is given in Aristotle’s Meterologica, where he gives
reference to material processes such as the burning of ceramic and
the melting and solidification of iron, which leaves no doubt that he
‘he had observed workshop processes in some detail’.[29]
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Science and Matter
However, it was another Greek theory of matter, the concept atomism
that would have the greatest impact on modern science. The idea
that the world is composed entirely of various eternal, indivisible
elements called atoms, was first brought forward by the philosopher
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Robert Hooke’s stacking of spherical particles, that explained the
angular facets of crystals, show that there was a renewed interest
in atomism already in the natural philosophy of the seventeenth
century (fig 6). But it was not until the rise of chemistry in the
eighteenth century that evidence was found for chemical particles
that were thought to be indivisible and therefore given the name
atom. Chemistry became clear and quantitative with Dalton’s atomic
theory and the subsequent advances in quantitative analyses led to
the gradual discovery and ordering of the chemical elements and
their properties.
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30 Cyril Stanley Smith, “Matter versus Materials: A Historical View”, (Science, New Series, Vol. 162, No. 3854,
1968), p. 638.
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Democritus in the fifth century BC. In his writings he identified the
characteristics of materials to depended upon the -shape, order, and
orientation of the aggregation of their parts.[30] The Greek word
atomon (meaning ‘uncuttable’ or ’indivisible’) was to reappear in
western science more than two millennia later with the development
of modern atomic theory.
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Yet the triumph of the atom and molecules has been associated with
‘a not insignificant loss’.[31] In an historical account of matter versus
materials Cyril Stanley Smith points out the resulting gap in-between
the tendency of science for atomistic simplistic explanations and the
complex realities of matter:
Through most of history, matter has been a concern of
metaphysics more than physics and materials of neither.
Classical physics at its best turned matter only into mass,
while chemistry discovered the atom and lost interest in
properties… During both these periods the wonderful diversity
of real materials was lost, at first because philosophical
thought despised the senses, later because the more rigorous
experimentally verifiable thought patterns of the new science
could only deal with one thing at a time. It was atomistic, or at
least simplistic, in its very essence.

Although there was an ‘immense gain’ in these simplifications the
emphasis on analysis at the level of molecules caused an almost total
disregard for higher levels of aggregation in solids in favour of the
uniform behaviour of simplified matter favour.[32]
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It is now becoming evident that the properties of materials
that we enjoy in a work of art or exploit in an interplanetary
rocket are really not those of atoms but those of aggregates;
indeed they arise in the behavior of electrons and photons
within a framework of nuclei arranged in a complex hierarchy
of many stages of aggregation.[33]
According to Smith this event marked ‘the beginning of a reversal
in the movement toward the ever smaller that had characterized
physical science since its beginning’.[34]
for the first time in four centuries the fundamental approach
to the nature of matter began to move upward in scale and
complexity. A science of materials as distinct from matter
became possible. [35]
With the new interest in the structure of matter at higher levels of
aggregation and the subsequent development of quantum physics it
was becoming clear that a property of a material was dependent on
its structure and that materials could be designed and produced for
special applications. The new field of material science thus emerged
as an area of research concerned with the properties of materials
and the scientific explanation of the dependence of properties upon
structure. This meant paying new attention to the complexities of
matter that so far had been avoided by the sciences in favour of
simple behaviour.
33 Cyril Stanley Smith, “Matter versus Materials: A Historical View”, (Science, New Series, Vol. 162, No. 3854,
1968), p. 642.
34 Ibid.
35 Ibid
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Material Science
The discovery of x-ray diffraction finally brought chemistry and
physics together in the beginning of the twentieth century by making
it possible to study crystalline units and the structure of atomic
aggregates.

Part 3. Concrete
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PRACTICE AND THEORY

In the beginning of the nineteenth century, the French engineer
LouisJoseph Vicat undertook methodical laboratory analyses of lime
mortars that led to the first scientific understanding of the chemistry
of cement. Hydraulic cements had been used in building construction,
at least since the time of the Roman Empire, but Vicat’s Experimental
Researchers into building limes, concretes and ordinary mortars
(1818) became fundamental for the subsequent development of
modern concrete. Not only, did it pave the way for the establishment
of an industrial production of artificial cement, but also, provided the
necessary techniques for evaluation that could replace the rule-ofthumb judgement hitherto performed by workmen on site.[36]
In so far as artificial cement could be considered a product of science,
concrete is a modern material. Yet, the first practical applications of
concrete must be mainly attributed to the trial-and-error approach
conducted by skilled workers on construction sites, rather than any
scientific or theoretical knowledge. The first historian of concrete,
Peter Collins, saw concrete as a continuation of rammed earth
construction techniques and argued that concrete construction
emerged from practical experiments of various efforts aimed at
improving upon traditional ‘pisé’ techniques in eighteenth century
France.[37]
Throughout the history of concrete, it has been characteristic that
processing methods have preceded any theoretical knowledge about
the material. The development of steel reinforcement was ‘marked by
an almost total absence of theory, and was conducted by inserting.

36 Adrian Forty, Concrete and Culture: A Material History (London: Reaktion Books, 2013, p. 16.
37 Ibid
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pieces of iron and steel into the concrete and hoping for the best[38].
Architects and engineers initially showed no interest in these new
developments and it was entirely through experiments carried out
by builders and contractors that the benefits of steel reinforcement,
one of the most significant discoveries in modern construction, took
place. Only in 1887 was a scientific basis for the positioning of the
steel bars first calculated by the German engineer Matthias Koenen.
[39]
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Despite the modern, or not so modern features of concrete, it is
clear that the development of concrete lay not in one single set of
practices, ‘but dispersed from the start across a variety of different
groups’; chemists and engineers, industrialists, and skilled craftsmen.
[40] A historical perspective reveals the multiple role played by
experimentation, including both trialand-error attempts taking place
on building sites as well as methodical laboratory testing, and their
crucial role in progressing practice and material knowledge from
which standards and theoretical principles could be derived.

DYNAMIC PROPERTIES

Concrete epitomizes ‘the difficulties of applying exact knowledge
to a complicated world’.[41] Compared to most other construction
materials concrete is distinguished by the fact that it is essentially
a ‘fresh’ material that has to be made in close conjunction with its
final use. The mixing of cement and water with sand and coarse
aggregate, makes a plastic mass that can be moulded into shape
before metamorphosing into a hardened stonelike material. Once the
mixing process has been initiated a concrete batch will remain usable
within just approximately one hour before the chemical process
of hydration has progressed far enough for the batch to lose the
necessary workability. The chemical reaction, that starts as soon as
water is added to the cement, will continue as long as free moisture
and unhydrated cement exist inside the concrete. Consequently,
the concrete grows stronger over time and the hardness and density
gradually increases. Thus the properties of concrete cannot not
simply be categorised as belonging the plastic (fresh) or hardened
state, but must be recognised to be constantly changing over time.
Concrete’s capacity to abstract properties from its constituent
40 Ibid., p. 16.
41 Cyril Stanley Smith, “Matter versus Materials: A Historical View”, (Science, New Series, Vol. 162, No. 3854,
1968), p. 637.

The inherent variability to the behaviour of concrete clearly goes
against the demands of uniformity, predictability and standardisation
required by the construction industry. Hence the ‘the material test’
constitutes a key moment in the production of concrete for ensuring
that a batch corresponds with specified performance requirements.
Various material tests have been developed in order to measure the
properties of concrete, both in the form of laboratory and field tests,
to ensure the quality and standard of a concrete batch throughout
the production process.
Among the various properties of concrete, its compressive strength
is considered to be the most important and is taken as an index of
its overall quality. In addition to strength, performance requirements
of hardened concrete also include shrinkage, creep and durability.
The range of methods and apparatuses that have been developed in
order to measure different properties of hardened concrete, includes
the compression test, tensile test, shrinkage test, permeability test
etc.
The relationship between the flow properties of concrete and the
material’s long term durability has always been well known but it
was not until 1918 that the American engineer, Duff A. Abrams, was
able to prove that the compressive strength of hardened concrete
is inversely proportional to the water-to-cement ratio in a mix.
Meanwhile, the use of steel reinforcement in concrete construction
42 Simon Schaffer, “Soft Matters” in Unconformity and entropy, Anish Kapoor (Turner, 2009), p. 164.
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ingredients does not mean that its behaviour is predictably merely by
analysing of its constituent parts. Like wax, hair gel, paint and ketchup,
concrete belongs to a curious group of materials known as soft
matters that has the ability to ‘form under everyday conditions and in
mundane surroundings but in ways that cannot easily be predicted
simply by analysing their internal structure’.[42] Final properties are
not merely the product of the constituent components but also
depend on the procedure of the mixing, handling, and environmental
conditions such as temperature and humidity.
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requires concrete mixes with enhanced flow abilities because of
the decelerating effect caused by the position of steel bars inside
of the casting moulds. Today the need to monitor the flow property
of concrete is more important than ever due to developments such
as selfcompacting concrete and the increased practice of pumping
concrete. The performance requirements of fresh concrete include
mixability, stability, placeability, flowability, compactbility and
finishabiltity, and are commonly collectively referred to as workability.
The field of rheology - the study of the flow of matter - concrete
rheology is specifically concerned with measuring and quantifying
the properties of fresh concrete.
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The experimental investigation underpinning this research project
seeks to redefine the performance requirements of fresh concrete
according to the various operations involved in the deposition process.
The shift from the use of concrete as a casting medium, to being
formed through a process of deposition, fundamentally changes
the meaning of workability and the appropriation of rheological
behaviour. The objective is no longer to achieve a consistency that
flows as easily as possible, in order to fill a formwork as efficiently
as possible, but rather to achieve consistency with self-supporting
capacity.
In the world of concrete, slump is the expression of the material’s
ability to support its own weight under gravity, i.e. its ability to flow.
The traditional slump test was invented in 1913 as a method in order
to easily monitor the consistency of concrete to evaluate its suitability
for casting. Today it remains the most widespread test method in the
concrete industry, and its simple execution is a standard procedure
on the construction site as well as in the laboratory.
The experimental method underpinning the development of the
project will depend on the development of a new version of the slump
test adapted for evaluating the self-supporting capacity of fresh
concrete. To be able to determine a mix’s suitability for deposition the
test has to include the evaluation of various rheological performances
over time and display how the material responds to the various stages
of the printing process. New performance requirments will include:
pumpability, extrudability, placeability, and buildability. The test will
consist of a prescriptive tool path (movement) that will be performed
by the deposition machine and will be specifically designed in order
to evaluate flow-ability, consistency, yield stress, etc. over time and
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to give measurable data. Printing parameters will include pressure,
speed, orientation of deposition etc. In order to formulate the design
of a new method it is crucial to understand the principles behind
the design of the original slump test and the reasons why it prevails
as the most used test method although more advanced method for
measuring rheological properties now exist.

Resistance to flow
The resistance of any fluid to flow, known as viscosity, was first
defined by Newton as the relation between applied force and the
opposing internal resistance to deformation caused by molecular
friction. Newtonian fluids, like water, flows easily and exhibit flow rate
proportional to shear stress due to an internal structure composed of
small regular molecules. Concrete, on the other hand, is classified as
a non-Newtonian fluid because initial stress (yield stress) is needed
in order to initiate flow. Essentially a suspension of solid aggregate
in a liquid cement paste, fresh concrete owes its fluidity to the
presence of water. However, unlike water, concrete exhibit an evident
resistance to flow, and its continuously shifting properties makes it
unpredictable and prone to chance. In practical terms this means that
concrete does not necessarily self-level when poured into a mould,
because it is able to support an amount of the stress generated by
gravity without flowing.
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Qualitative and quantitative properties
Long before the beginning of any scientific understanding of
concrete’s rheological behaviour, terms like workability, flowability,
and consistency were used in order to describe the behaviour of
fresh concrete in the field.[43] These descriptive terms lack direct
correspondence with measurable physical parameters, such as
viscosity and yield stress, and remain based on personal interpretation
rather on the physical properties of the material itself.[44] Tattersall
identify the difference between descriptive and quantifiable terms as
qualitative and quantitative fundamental properties of fresh concrete.
[45] According to Tattersall, a true understanding of the rheological
behaviour of concrete can only be based on quantitative fundamental
properties, and that all other terms should be discarded in favour of
physically measurable parameters.[46]

43 Chiara F. Ferraris, “Measurement of the Rheological Properties of High Performance Concrete: State of the
Art Report”, (Journal of Research of the National Institute of Standards and Technology 104, 1999), p. 464.
44 Ibid.
45 G H. Tattersall, Workability and Quality Control of Concrete, (CRC Press, 2003), p. 8.
46 Ibid.
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The resistance to flow is caused by a complex interplay of forces, both
chemical and mechanical, in-between different sizes of colloidal
particles, ranging from from 1 µm cement grains to coarse aggregate
that measures over 10 mm in diameter. The flow behaviour is made
even more complex due to concrete’s time-dependent properties;
a decrease in viscosity takes place over time because of temporary
bonds that form in-between constituent particles. This, so called
thixotropic process, is partly reversible by applying shear stress while
the concrete is still fresh, which is why concrete transportation trucks
constantly have to keep the concrete in motion by rotation.
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Classes of workability measurement. Source: Tattersall (1991)
Quantitative empirical methods
In-between the purely qualitative and quantitative method of
understanding concrete behaviour exist a third category that
‘describe the behaviour in a particular set of circumstances’.[47]
According to Tattersall’s terminology this category is classified as the
quantitative empirical methods. Together with numerous other test
methods, this is the group to which the slump test belongs. By the
design of a particular operation procedure, usually executed using
with a specific apparatus, a quantitative empirical method emulates
practical conditions and provoke a response in the material in which
it is possible to measure a certain performance and evaluate it
according to specified performance requirement.
Single and multi-point tests
Although the slump test remains the most widely used test in the
concrete industry, it is by no means the only method for evaluating
concrete rheology, nor the most accurate. A recent report combines,
no less, than 61 different test methods solely for the purpose
of determining the workability of fresh concrete.[48] The sheer
47 G H. Tattersall, Workability and Quality Control of Concrete, (CRC Press, 2003), p. 8.
48 Eric P. Koehler, David W. Fowler, “Summary of concrete slump workability methods” (International Center
for Aggregates Research, 2003)

The fact that concrete is is a non-Newtonian fluid means that at
least two parameters, namely the yield stress and the viscosity, are
needed in order to fully describe its rheological behaviour. A singlepoint test, such as the slump test, is thus limited in describing the
intrinsic flow properties of the material. As an indication of yield
stress it is therefore recognised as a way to monitor consistency, but
indirectly the slump is a measure of workability because the higher
the slump the easier the concrete is to place and compact. In the last
30 years much progress in the field of concrete rheology has resulted
in new devices such as rheometers and viscometers that succeed in
measuring two parameters. However, due to the large sizes of coarse
aggregates, the tendency of segregation, and to the time effects, as
of yet, no satisfactory test method still exists that ‘that allow direct
measurement of the fundamental parameters’.[49]
49 Chiara F. Ferraris, “Measurement of the Rheological Properties of High Performance Concrete: State of
the Art Report”, (Journal of Research of the National Institute of Standards and Technology 104, 1999), p. 473.
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is a clear indication of the importance placed on monitoring
concrete flow in all aspects of the concrete industry including
research, mix proportioning, and field use. It is also an indication of
the need for highly specialised tests that covers the complete range
of workabilities used in practice. Tests for this purpose can generally
be divided into two different groups depending on if they measure
one or two parameters, so called, single or two-point tests.
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THE SLUMP TEST

Procedure
The principle of the slump test, according to European standard, is to
compact fresh concrete into a cone, measuring 100 mm diameter at
the top, 200 mm diameter at the bottom and 300 mm in height, and
to measure the distance that the concrete slumps after the mould has
been removed. The whole procedure should be completed within 150
seconds and in addition to the Abrams cone, the operation requires,
a compacting rod, a ruler, a base plate, a remixing container, a shovel,
a moist cloth, a scoop, and a timer. The specification outlines that the
mould should be filled in three layers and that 25 uniformly distributed
strokes should be tampered with the rod inbetween each layer, to
ensure compaction. The operation of removing the mould is carried
out by carefully withdrawing the cone in a vertical direction. If the
unsupported volume remains ‘substantially intact and symmetrical’ it
is classified as a true slump and the difference in height between the
mould and that of the highest point of the slumped test specimen
provides the slump value.
The test is useful for slumps between 10 mm and 210 mm but beyond
these extremes other methods of determining the consistency have
to be considered. Furthermore, if the slump takes the shape of a shear
or collapsed slump, the test is considered unsuccessful altogether.
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Initially Chapman performed the test with a cylinder shape, but
because the concrete slurry too easily got stuck on the walls, this
original design was soon dismissed in favour of current tapered
cylinder shape.[50] Over the years, there have been minor changes
in the way that the slump test is carried out and some variation in
practice occur in national specifications worldwide. Older British
standards specify that the cone should be filled in four equal layers,
but this was later changed to three layers in line with American and
European standards.[51] Nowadays the slump is measured measured
to the highest point, while before standard practice was to measure
to the mid height, though The ASTM method measures to the highest
point within the central area.

50 Christopher Stanley, “The use and abuse of the slump test for measuring the workability of concrete”,
(Conference: Our World in Concrete & Structures, Singapore, 2011), p. 3.
51 John Newman, B S Choo, Advanced Concrete Technology 2: Concrete Propertie, (ButterworthHeinemann, 2003), p. 1/5
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Design
In the patent application submitted by the slump tests inventor, M.
Chapman in 1913, Chapman stresses the urgent need for a new
accurate test method for determining the consistency of cementbased materials. Referring to existing test methods at the time, such
as the Vicat needle, Chapman points out that, while these tests
are appropriate for cement mortars, no test yet exist suitable for
concrete. By introducing the slump test, Chapman predicted the
growing need of measuring the consistency of concrete, but the
subsequent widespread use of the test that took place during the
century to come, must largely be attributed to Abrams that wrote
about it in an influential publication, published a few years later
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SLUMP, EXPERIMENT AND CRAFT

Materiality
The quantitative fundamental and qualitative terminology of fresh
concrete are comparable to the distinction usually made between
the properties and the qualities of a material. In The Nature of Art
and Workmanship David Pye writes: ‘The properties of materials
are objective and measurable. They are out there. The qualities on
the other hand are subjective: they are in here: in our heads. They
are ideas of ours’.[52] What is suggested is that there are two sides
to materiality; in addition to the presumed ‘raw physicality’ of an
naturally existing material world, there exist the materiality of socially
and historically situated human agency that occurs when raw
materials are appropriated for human purposes.[53]
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52 David Pye, The nature and art of workmanship (London : Cambridge, at the University Press, 1968), p. 47.
53 Tim Ingold, Being alive: essays on movement, knowledge and description (London: Routledge, 2011), p. 30.

In this context the slump test, not only, highlights something
fundamental about concrete, but about the material world at large,
namely that ‘different understandings of materials are not simply
“concepts” set apart from “real” properties; they are realised in terms
of different practices that themselves have material effects’. [56]
Model of correspondence
Ingold upholds the act of making to be a process of ‘correspondence’
between maker and material. Rather than being a mere imposition
of a preconceived form upon a raw material substance ‘the artisan
couples his own movements and gestures – indeed his very life –
with the becoming of his materials, joining with and following the
forces and flows that bring his work to fruition’. [57]
Materials such as clay, wood, and metal, are associated with long
traditions of workmanship that have given rise to a rich source of
knowledge, gained from direct physical interaction with a responding
material. And as Cyril Stanley Smith remarks ‘The craftsman can
compensate for differences in the qualities of his material, for he can
54 Ibid.
55 Ibid.
56 Tim Ingold, Making: Anthropology, Archaeology, Art and Architecture (Routledge, London, New York,
2013), p. 29.
57 Ibid. p 31. .
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For Tim Ingold this distinction between material qualities and
properties derives from a clear separation between mind and
matter that have infused western philosophical thinking, at least
since the time of Aristotle. In his anthropologist study of ‘making’
Ingold specifically questions the model’s inability to recognize the
processes by which materials are practically experienced and ‘unfold’.
[54] ‘Properties’, he writes, ‘cannot be identified as fixed, essential
attributes of things’. Instead he maintains maintains that they are
‘processual and relational’; ‘To describe the properties of materials
is to tell the stories of what happens to them as they flow, mix and
mutate’.[55]
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adjust the precise strength and pattern of application of his tools
to the material’s local vagaries’[58]. Concrete, on the other hand,
does not allow for a similar direct hands-on ‘sensory engagement’
with the material. As a medium for casting the material is regarded
as a mere subservient to form and any notion of craft in relation to
concrete production generally relates to the skill involved in making
the formwork and not in the preparation of the material itself.

Source: Ingold (2013)

In order to consider the model of correspondence in relation to
concrete practice the ‘moment of interaction’ between the maker
and his material takes place in the form of experiment. Instead of
the ‘direct physical interaction with a responding material’ the test
constitutes the way to enter ‘the grain’ of the material and a method
to evaluat material behaviour in relation to performance.
In the case of the slump test, the measure of a concrete batch’s
inability to support’s its own weight at the scale of the cone provides
the builder or the scientist with the necessary data (feedback) that
indirectly indicates how the batch will perform at the scale of the
construction site. The simplicity of the test makes it possible to be
executed in both laboratory and field conditions
and essentially
performs as a simulation as the procedure involved in the test is
comparable with the operations involved in the full-scale casting
process.

.58 Cyril Stanley Smith, A Search for Structure (MIT Press, 1981), p. 31
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Digital Craft And The Production
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Of Risk
M e thodology

and e xperimment

In the opening pages of ‘The Art and Nature of Craftsmanship’ [I], David
Pye identifies two main types of workmanship: the workmanship of
certainty and the workmanship of risk. The workmanship of certainty
is one where the outcome - and, more importantly, the quality of
the outcome - is well-known in advance. There is nothing left to
chance, the process is well known, and there is no active or disruptive
intervention by the workman within the process. This type of
workmanship generally encompasses processes of mass-production,
automated assembly lines, and the like. The workmanship of risk is
very different: Pye boils it down to a process where the quality of the
outcome is wholly dependent on the workman’s active intervention
and could at any moment be jeopardized by an ill-considered
decision or imperfectly thought-out act. The risk here is that, at any
moment, the process could fail. The main point here is to highlight the
apparent value in such a risky undertaking - he goes as far as to say
that all the really memorable things created in cultural history have
been mainly borne from such a workmanship of risk - but another
interesting point that is brought up is in the consideration that most
processes that involve the design and fabrication of artefacts are a
combination of both types of workmanship at various points in their
process of becoming, or in the infrastructure that allows them to be
made. Although a factory process may represent the epitome of the
workmanship of certainty - every parameter tailored, adjusted, and
perfected - the method by which the factory was designed, setup,
and tuned most likely involved a range of processes that would be
classified as workmanships of risk. This sort of view is much less
black-and-white, and recognizes the ecology of processes that
more often than not go into the design, planning, and production
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GATEKEEPERS

The notion of risk in architectural production takes on many forms and
meanings, depending on where it is found. It is the bane of planning
and collaboration, and most mechanisms and improvements in
design and rationalization exist to mitigate and minimize it in order
to ensure the successful delivery of a project. It is often synonymous
with uncertainty, and uncertainty is difficult to plan for. The digital
design chain [1], being what it is, plays host to myriad different
types of processes and domains of knowledge, each with their own
degrees and definitions of risk and what the impact of these risks
could mean for adjacent players. This process - though called a chain
- is anything but, and the linearity of such an endeavour has been
decried in practice [II] where decisions made at earlier steps have
not been thought through and have therefore resulted in further,
unnecessary complexity further ‘down the chain’. Uncertainty at one
point can derail a subsequent process. If all of these processes and
players within the design chain are instead considered as a network
of nodes, whose edges represent the exchanges of information and
1.: The contemporary condition of computational tools being pervasively used in the design, engineering, and
manufacture of buildings.
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of objects and artefacts. This ecology and diversity of risk cannot
be more obviously observed than in the design and construction
of buildings, especially with current modes of digital and material
thinking. An experimental methodology which pursues knowledge
in this context - a craft-based methodology - needs to confront and
securely navigate this web of players and interfaces.
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work, then this sort of linear accumulation of error can be avoided. We
can then also introduce mechanisms such as recursion, redundancy,
and bi-directionality, which can distribute the associated risks
throughout the network, rather than simply delegating it to the next
process, or release the stasis of the ‘this-and-then-that’ deference of
authority. This introduction of feedback loops between the various
players would allow a mutual adjustment or informing: producing
smarter solutions by involving more factors and considerations.
Indeed, this is a topic that is often heard in conversations between
structural engineers and architects in practice. A networked design
environment allows exchanges of knowledge also to be tracked,
recorded, and preserved for future exploration and development
[III] In this mode of thinking, it is these links between nodes - the
edges - which come to the forefront, and it is these little ‘gates’ or
exchanges which must be analysed in further depth. The idea of
‘boundary objects’ seems extremely applicable here [IVV] - objects
which straddle knowledge domains, belonging to neither but
providing a shared point of reference through which to exchange
and communicate - and it has been elucidated in an architectural
context in the informal processes around computational design in
large-scale practice [VI] This focus on the boundaries or interfaces
between entities or domains is different from the all-encompassing
model which subsumes everything within it and becomes bloated
with trying to hold onto everything all at once. Rather, it reflects
modes of thinking which have long become accustomed to
ecologies and interfaces, such as object-oriented programming
in computer science, among others. To plant another stake in the
ground, this focus on the links rather than the nodes calls to mind
another shift from an object-centred design thinking to a situational
one [VII] though here perhaps we can say that it is a more processual
and communicative mode of thinking where we must consider the
exchanges between objects - domains of knowledge, in this case rather than the assemblage or ‘situation’. A craft-based methodology
of inquiry, then, in such a networked
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context, must be grounded in this interfacing and exchange: how
information and knowledge is passed from one domain to the next
becomes just as important as what new knowledge is created within
each domain. The ‘how’ itself becomes a source of insight and can
lead to new ways of connecting existing processes together.

IMPERFECT MACHINES

On a much more practical level, this kind of interfacing between
different domains happens all the time within digitally-enabled
craft and the actual making of objects. The experimental apparatus
- the workshop environment and array of digital tools - forms the
primary interface through which we gather source data and conduct
our experiments. As such, it is our interface for testing and verifying
what we are exploring and the primary channel through which we
construct knowledge. What happens when we deploy digitally-driven
processes here - such as robotic machining and laser scanning - is
that this ground truth that we look for is filtered through digitization
and the act of translating command to code, or laser incidence to
spatial coordinate. Just as a simulation can be said to be only as good
as the assumptions built into it [VII], so the experimental results are
only as precise as the apparatus. This in itself is not surprising, as
tools have always coloured the translation between design intent and
physical artefact. However, because the inquiry is based around a
process or workflow - not the resulting object per se - the recognition
of these inherent biases is all the more important because they have
a much greater effect on the evaluation. This becomes especially
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information and knowledge is passed from one domain to the next
becomes just as important as what new knowledge is created within
each domain. The ‘how’ itself becomes a source of insight and can
lead to new ways of connecting existing processes together.
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when the experimental apparatus is not the same as the real object
of study. Replicating the intricacies and scale of practice and industry
is extremely difficult in a smaller, contained research environment.
Although digitization has helped to a large degree to normalize and
standardize many pathways and exchanges of data, the use of a
different tool and environment still prevents it from being an identical
match.

A DIMINUTIVE MIMICRY

It would be impossible to wrap up all the nuances, detail, and
breadth of the full practice-to-production process into one, isolated,
and contained research environment. Experimentation therefore is
largely limited to testing isolated aspects, simulating with stand-ins
and a reduced complexity, and a periodic embedding or shadowing
in practice. The nebulousness of all the relations and decision trees
further makes this difficult to robustly test away from practice:
spotting issues is much more difficult without all the real-world grit
and uncertainty that accompanies any developing building project.
Again, this is mostly aggravated by the fact that we are studying
processes and not products or individual tools. Simulations can
help extrapolate scales and comfortably predict specific behaviours
beyond what we can physically produce in the workshop. Many
assumptions can be made by adjusting variables, increasing scales,
and lowering tolerances. However, it is the implementation of these
tools which cannot be so easily assumed. Simulating architectural
practice - a messy and much more social construct - is a different
story entirely. The compartmentalization of the experimentation identified above - only permits us then to infer results through this
piecemeal testing. Perhaps this is not such a terrible thing. It may
proceed as an accumulation and slow build-up of a process - testing
each component until we can begin to translate risk into certainty
- though this runs the risk of gradually entrenching the fledgling
process too early, making dramatic changes much harder later on.

A TOLERANT EXPERIMENT

The architectural experiment, embedded as it is within the design-toproduction network of players and relations, needs to very seriously
deal with varying degrees and types of tolerance. To come back to
the initial discussion about craft, the degree to which a process is
considered a risky endeavour is tied to what is deemed acceptable:
if the tolerance is exceedingly wide, then perhaps the risk does not
even matter. Conversely, of course, if the tolerances are too tight and
demands too precise, then even a well thought-out workmanship
of certainty can be fraught with risk and uncertainty. An experiment
- as something that is aimed at exploring something new - is by
definition a workmanship of risk. Turning this into a workmanship
of certainty is a process whereby the experimental procedure is
improved, and the knowledge produced is verified and solidified. An
important part of developing a methodology around this, then, is
to determine which processes are workmanships of risk and which
ones have to be workmanships of certainty. Further, a craft-based
experimental methodology cannot only focus on the material effects
and processes which it studies, but must expand to include the social
and inter-domain actions and relationships that are present in realworld scenarios. This must happen on several levels. Firstly, it must
acknowledge the biases and differences in the translations and
exchanges between its constituent parts. The mediations and indirect
actions that make up the communicative layer in the practice-toproduction network provide clues to the kinds of repercussions
each domain or player will have on the next. These cross-domain
influences must be sussed out at both the practical level and the
wider level of large-scale practice. The mediating boundary objects
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. Conversely, to conduct experiments immediately at the full scale
of practice is begging for the whole thing to fail. Either way, it is this
diminished simulacrum of the entire design-build network that we
have to work with.
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wider level of large-scale practice. The mediating boundary objects
discussed before play a key role here, as constructs that can track
and temper these influences. Second, it must identify the portions of
the apparatus that are stand-ins and moments where the apparatus is
required to deviate from the real-world object of study. Although the
emulation of their real-world counterparts may seem to be thorough,
collateral practicalities and logistics may still prove to be more
important than originally thought. The different scales of machines,
for example, require very different approaches to their operation and
integration. Managing teams of professionals is much more loaded
with social and political complexity than managing some members
of a research team, despite them being individually relatively similar.
Finally, it must be assumed that part of the apparatus may even lie
outside of the domain of the craft that is being explored. Scenarios
where the craft and focus of study are bypassed entirely are a reality
of the world of practice - projects tend to meander from start to
finish. These would not necessarily be failed experiments, for they
would reveal knowledge in the relations between the experiment and
what lies outside of it - knowledge that is just as valuable as insights
gleaned from within the workshop.
Methodologies based in practice and in craft have been and are
being explored and deployed with much success [IX] Notions of the
practitioner also being craftsman have been proposed [X],though
this considers the practitioner as an individual, in isolation. The
question here is: how does this type of research practice have to
change when it is confronted with an expanding and multi-headed
definition of practice, one that becomes risky, messy, and steeped
in social aspects beyond the scope of the processes of study.
Perhaps one solution is a breakdown of the field of inquiry into a
multi-pronged attack: the material practice, the soft social networks
around the material practice, and the links and exchanges in between.
The blurry boundaries and interrelations between these divisions
make this tricky, but that also is part of the point: the nature of the
methodology and apparatus may have to resemble this nebulous
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inquisitive attack is required, one even further removed, which maps
and attempts to crystallize the relationships between the previous
three. If a material practice also entails a social practice around it,
then it has to recognize that it can never completely transform its
workmanship of experimentation and risk into one of certainty.
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COURSE/

Working on a Ph.D. Thesis is usually the biggest project candidates
have been confronted with so far in their career. This process usually
takes a few years to complete and in most cases continuous progress
is hard to track and supervise. Successful handling of tasks can be
very challenging especially for candidates working as research
associates at the university. It´s not only about mastering the Ph.D.
project, but also about coping with challenges related to teaching
duties and those which come along with research projects.
This workshop was hosted by the Institute of Building Structures and
Structural Design (ITKE) at the University of Stuttgart from 9 th to 11
th of January 2017, it was conducted online and was led by Dr.Luisa
Sabine Heß.
The main aim of the workshop was to address the difficulties
associated with organization and coordination of every-day- work,
planning of future milestones and reflection on tasks of individual
Ph.D. projects. Day one started with a guided reflection on one’s
own role and the associated role-conflicts and role-overloads.
Participants elaborated on challenges and stumbling blocks of their
individual Ph.D. projects in short brainstorming sessions within
smaller groups (3-4 members), which subsequently, in conversation
with other groups, led to a structured understanding of issues and
development of common strategies to overcome these challenges.
On day 2 systematic methods to organize workloads such as SWOT
analysis (Today’s Strength and weaknesses in relationship with
tomorrow’s Opportunities and Threats), and GTD method (Getting
things Done) were introduced to help clarify the exact intended
outcome of projects and break-down of tasks into individual
actionable items. Participants were asked to use these methods
to collect, process review and structure their individual project
workloads. The outcome of this exercise was discussed within the
group in a feedback session to help make efficient use of available
time, avoid deviating from end-goals and most importantly

The last day of the workshop elaborated on concepts that go
beyond methodological and systematicorganization of tasks and
deal with aspects of project management on a global level such
as having clarity about decisions, maintaining alignment with
set directions and balancing priorities on all horizons to achieve
effective accomplishment of goals. The importance of balancing
an equilibrium between control and horizon was highlighted in an
exercise where participants were encouraged to identify themselves
with one of the four distinct personality types / categories (Reactor,
Micro Manager, Crazy Maker &amp; Captain Commander) and gauge
their potentials and shortcomings in this regard. The advantages and
limitations of each personality type were extensively analyzed in a
groupconversation and possible strategies to steer one’s capabilities
in the right direction were discussed.
In conclusion this course introduced multiple project management
concepts, in the form of quick exercises, group discussions and
feedback sessions, with the overall goal of triggering a degree of selfawareness and clarity in regards to individual visions and goals, while
aiming to equip participants with methods and tools to organize their
projects, motivate themselves, set priorities, make efficient use of
available time over the long process of the Ph.D. project and be able
to tailor a management plan specific to their individual goals.
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understand that setting priorities is also a decision about what will
not get done!
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2.4 SCIENTIFIC COURSE/ SIMULATION
C lemens P reisinger

SIMULATION
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TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
This four days course introduced the students to the virtual simulation
of load bearing, aesthetic and ecological behaviour of architectural
envelopes and structural systems.
The first two days were devoted to the tools which lie at the
heart of digital simulation. As a starting point the students were
presented the fundamental concepts of object oriented (OO)
programming. The scripting languages Python and C# were used to
demonstrate the OO concepts in practice via small pieces of sample
code. Further on the focus lay on programming with C# since it
seamlessly integrates into the parametric modelling environment of
Grasshopper for Rhinoceros. Most students were already familiar
with Grasshopper which helped to ease the transition from visual to
textual programming.
In order to get a grip on the physical and mathematical aspects of
simulation, parts of day three were devoted to the topic of physical
units and systems of reference. Questions like under which conditions
two physical phenomena of different scales of size are similar, were
discussed. This paved the way to the introduction of basic particle
dynamics and and techniques for dealing with large deformation
in structural systems. These two topics served as model problems
to which later on different computational solution strategies were
applied. These solution strategies comprised methods for numerical
integration, the solution of initial value and boundary value problems.
Using object oriented concepts it was shown how code for e.g.
numerical integration can be reused in different problem settings.
As a side product the students developed a script for the dynamic
relaxation of static systems.
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3.0 First Year Colloquium with
exhibition design probes
85

INTRODUCTION
On March 7. & 8. the Innochain First Year Colloquium and Research
Exhibition “Design Probes” takes place at Angewandte Innovation
Laboratory Vienna. This is a pinnacle event within the Innochain
network, where all early stage researcher present their research
questions and methodologies. The event takes place at Angewandte
Innovation Laboratory, Franz Josefs Kai 3, 1010 Vienna, Austria.
The colloquium invites therefore all beneficiaries and industry
partners to discuss and review the proposals in plenum. This includes
review and evaluation of industrial collaboration and secondment
programme including the first secondment period
An international panel, consisting of beneficiaries, industry partners
and invited scientists Mark Burry (AUS), Christoph Gengnagel (D) and
Achim Menges (D), discusses and reviews the work. Keynotes of Mark
Burry and Clemens Preisinger (A), give a broader vision of the overall
topic.
The Innochain Exhibition “Design Probes” features the work of its first
18 months. Working models show research process on the interface
of architecture and engineering sciences.
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Integrating isometric analysis for
bending-active tensile structures
FIRST YEAR COLLOQUIUM
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ESR 01 - Evy Slabbnick
ntegration between design and analysis is becoming more
significant, and requires an easy back and forward transfer between
design and analysis geometry. Isogeometric analysis (IGA) is filling
the gap between structural analysis (FEA) and design software
(CAD). Next to the fact that the isogeometric method uses the same
basis for geometry and analysis, so one can avoid meshing, it has
several advantages in contact problems, describing continuity, large
deformation locking issues, thin shell simulation and mesh refinement
The use of IGA has been developed in several scientific fields but
no advantage in architecture has yet been proven. The specific
advantages of IGA have a direct overlap with the problems that
occur while simulating bending-active tensile structures, i.e. contact
problems that are created by the bundling and linking of bendingactive
elements, locking issues that are a standard problem with large
deformation that requires careful fine meshing and harmonious,
planar quad elements. Additionally there is always a trade-off
between accuracy and interactivity in the design of bending active
structures that may be improved through the use of the combined
geometry-analysis model of IGA (fig. 04)
Within the framework of parametric and interactive design a multiresolution simulation software, based on the IGA methodology, is
proposed that enables a high level of interactivity and accuracy to be
simultaneously achieved. Alongside this software development the
potential of bending-active tensile hybrid structures will be analysed
and the design space for these hybrid systems expanded through this
new analysis possibility (fig. 01-03).
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Integrating material performance
in free-form glue-laminated timber
FIRST YEAR COLLOQUIUM
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assemblies

ESR 02 - Tom Svilans
How can the integration of material performance and digital sensing
lead to new models and modes of working between early-stage
design and industrial fabrication, in the context of free-form gluelaminated timber assemblies?
This research investigates the integration of free-form gluelaminated timber in contemporary architectural design and
fabrication. Developments in material sciences, digital design tools,
and fabrication techniques have added an unprecedented amount
of complexity to the design and production of buildings. This
novel condition necessitates alternate ways of conceptualizing and
managing the design-production process and has made obvious the
need for integration across disciplines, specializations, and scales.
This also presents an opportunity to re-examine a complex material
such as timber in this new light, potentially leading to material-driven
design solutions and new structural morphologies.
It unfolds primarily through a research-by-design method based
on experiments in the form of speculative probes, prototypes, and
demonstrators. The method of inquiry is therefore parallel strands
of physical prototyping and information modeling, drawing on the
expertise of the industrial partners and the testing of workflows
through workshops, case-studies, and architectural proposals.
A two-month secondment at Blumer-Lehmann is currently underway,
where the integration of laser sensing and dynamic workpiece
alignment into the production workflow is being implemented and
tested. The existing models and workflows are being studied to see
how they could benefit from this feedback and to get a better idea
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of what sort of models and information exchanges happen in an
industrial fabrication context. These investigations are meant to lay
the groundwork for the second secondment at White Arkitekter in
the autumn, where these exchanges and notions of feedback can
be explored from an architectural design and practice perspective.
Towards the end of this first secondment, a team from White and
Dsearch will visit Blumer-Lehmann to hold a meeting with all the
project stakeholders and supervisors and discuss some of the
results of the first industry-based experiments. Between the two
secondments, work will focus on refining the methods implemented
in the first secondment and testing them through more physical
prototyping and models. The speculative glue-laminated assemblies
will be further explored using these methods to see how their design,
fabrication, and assembly can benefit from the first secondment.
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Integrating Building Physics for
Performance Control
FIRST YEAR COLLOQUIUM
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ESR 03 - Angelos Chronis
This project focuses on the integration of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations in computational design and their
potential in augmenting the environmental performance of novel
material and fabrication systems.
In its current stage, the research has investigated the state of the art
in CFD integration through a number of key experiments – design
probes – with similar objectives that aim to assess the potential and
pitfalls of the available tools. Namely:
•

A large scale 3D printed clay wall, constructed in real scale as part
of the Open Thesis Fabrication programme at the Institute for
Advanced Architecture of Catalonia, with the objective to use the
geometry of the wall to enhance its environmental performance.

•

A workshop on earthen shell structures in collaboration with
ESR15 Stephanie Chaltiel, with an objective to optimize the
structure’s openings for natural ventilation.

•

A research project on phase changing materials at the Centre for
Information Technology and Architecture and in collaboration
with Kieran Timberlake, with an objective to inform a real-time
multi-scalar simulation framework.

This review of the current state of advancement of integrated CFD
simulation tools in computational design has demonstrated the limited
capabilities in modelling and simulating airflow-related problems as
well as the limitations in the adaptation of CFD simulations in design,
due to both lack of low cost and open source tools, as well as lack of
adequate domain knowledge by architects and designers. Driven by
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Following the first year’s colloquium review, and taking into
consideration the valuable feedback on the issues of the limited
domain knowledge and open access of tools, the first secondment
period at McNeel Europe which has just been initiated will be used
for the development of a grasshopper / CFD integration tool. The
aim is to develop an open access, or at least low-cost tool that
communicates CFD results in a simple and easy to understand way,
but which focuses on users with at least a basic level of knowledge
on CFD simulations.
Depending on the success of this primary objective, more complex
goals will be set, such as dynamic meshing and multi-physics. A first
step has of this integration, which links a previously developed CFD
tool in Processing with Grasshopper was developed and presented at
the first year colloquium.
After the first secondment, the project’s aim is to apply the
developed framework on live projects at the Foster+Partners second
secondment period. A possible application could also have the form
of a physical prototype, based on CFD optimization.
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this conclusion, the thesis aims to develop an integrated CFD solver
that would allow designers to get performance insight on air-flow
related problems within their computational design framework.
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Multiple Criteria Optimization in
Early Design Phase
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ESR 04 - Zeynep Aksöz
Most theories of the design process is based on the AnalysisSynthesis-Evaluation Cycle[1]. However, this cycle is only suitable
for processes with fixed requirements. However, in the early design
phase the requirements are vaguely defined, the design exploration
is ambiguous, mutable and fluid. It is mainly impossible to satisfy
each criteria, where design should be optimized for. On the other
hand, an optimal solution can be unsatisfying for designers own
ambitions. So, in the early design phase it is the designer who decides
which criteria is important, even though this might imply that the
less important requirements of the design brief are not addressed.
Therefore, this special stage of design needs a particular strategy to
navigate through design solutions rather than optimizing towards
some criteria, which might turn out to be not very important at the
later stages of the design.
Early design phase needs a less rigid search strategy that supports the
ambiguous nature of design, which can give the designer complete
freedom of investigating the design instances with all their tradeoffs, rather than limiting the designer with vaguely defined criteria to
optimize for. Respectively, the research aims to develop an alternative
design optimization strategy for this specific stage, that does not
intend to find a mathematical optimum for a certain problem, on
the contrary supports the designer to find a desired solution by
inspecting the trade-offs between different design criteria.
Using artificial neural networks and machine learning the project
is investigating a multiple criteria search method that can be an
alternative to heuristics. After a training process, the solution
space can be predicted by an artificial neural network. This way
the heuristic search can be converted into a real-time navigation
through the design space. The flexible setup in the training process
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In the next steps the project will focus on direct interaction between
designer and the artificial neural network. This way the designer can
influence the convergence by selecting design instances and guide
the search towards own preferences. Another crucial step will be
testing this system in design problems of different scales. Here both
industry partners will be involved to test the tools applicability with
projects of lower and higher complexity, higher and lower accuracy.

1 McCullogh, Malcolm, William J, Mitchell, and Patrick Purcell. The Electronic Design Studio Architectural

Knowledge And Media In The Computer Era. 2nd ed. London: The MIT Press, 2017. Print.
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through the design space. The flexible setup in the training process
gives the designer to select the controllers of the search by defining
the input and outputs. This way not only parameters but also the
objectives can become explicit controllers of the design navigation
process. By adjusting the objectives, the designer can visit different
design solutions that are proposed by the artificial neural network,
by marking preferred solutions the designer can further train the
computer to more deeply investigate in a certain are of the design
space.
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Digital Design Communication
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ESR 05 - Dimitrie Stefanescu
The main goal of this research project is to analyse how complex
simulation based design can be collated and communicated
internally, within a design team, as well as externally, with the various
stakeholders involved in the design process.
Communication is an essential activity that permeates the design
industry in all its aspects, from ideation to materialisation - from the
drawing board to the shop floor. The contemporary context involves
a growing number of stakeholders from various backgrounds that,
through their interaction, enable the definition and subsequent solving
of design problems at various scales, thus ultimately leading to the
production of the built environment. Current design communication
solutions are cumbersome and impose collaboration models that
add a lot of friction to the design communication process. Existing
workflows depend on centralised software solutions that are not
extensible. Extensibility is usually limited to bespoke plugins that use
closed protocols, thus fragmenting and limiting the interop (between
all design actors: humans, software and fabrication). All existing
solutions are industry-specific and come with a high complexity
overhead that makes them tedious to implement and maintain
throughout the design process.
As such, there is a distinct need for a flexible set of software tools
that can provide a flexible base on which custom, domain specific
(and even project-specific) design communication protocols and
workflows can be built, coming both from AEC industries as well
as other design related trades. The research’s ambition is to enable
a flexible and meaningful data rich design workflow between any
stakeholders (technical or non-technical) involved in the design
process and allow users to structure their own communications
channels and evolve their complexity gradually, from simple
geometry to fully integrated BIM-like “smart” objects.
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In the following steps, the main ambitions of this project are to build
and expand a community of contributors, apply existing developed
technical solutions in the industry (together with HENN and other
willing network actors) and integrate & develop further the design
data communication protocol (together with McNeel). As a secondary
step, further work on defining a data rich design communication
protocol is planned as well as the establishment of an international
working group on this matter. Alongside the above, we are in the
process of expanding the ecosystem of software tools that constitute
the basis for the research in other application domains, such as digital
fabrication and cloud computing.
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Multi-Scalar Modelling for Freeform Timber Structures
FIRST YEAR COLLOQUIUM
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ESR 06 - Paul Poinet
How can we improve the current state of the art in discontinuous
digital workflows used in different architecture/engineering practices
working on both large-scale and complex architectural projects?
The thesis examines the computational modelling of structural
systems under different scopes, from self-organizing performance
to modelling interdependency and Multi-Scalar Modelling (MSM)
strategies. The latter aims to set-up specific hierarchies (or
infrastructure) of information through different models and scales,
as well as to understand complex feedback loops between the
different levels of material organizations that are defined. In the
present research, graph theory is investigated and used as the main
digital tool for constructing and organizing those hierarchies through
seamless abstract networks, enabling the spreading of information
from and through multiple scales.
During the investigation of multiple speculative case studies,
research-by-design probes and prototypes (digital and physical),
parallel research questions have been addressed:
How can a Multi-Scalar design framework allow the designer
to work across the scales in order to take into account multiple
constraints related to design intent, material, fabrication and
structural performances at early design stage?
How can the designer switch between different levels or
resolution and focus on a particular parameter (or design component)
at a specific scale without affecting the others during the same
simulation (or modelling event)?
The experiments undertaken presented innovative ways of modelling,
where the user is able to coordinate meta-data along the geometry
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These challenges are now being intensively tackled by collaborating
more closely with Design-to-Production. In April-March 2017, a new
one-month secondment period at the office has been undertaken,
where I had the great opportunity to study in more depth the digital
design workflows used at the office for large-scale and complex
architectural projects.
Design-to-Production organizes it through large Rhino files or Excel
sheets (by means of names, layer tables, and attributes) but suffers
later of mismanagement (because of lack of data connectivity and
interrelationship) and therefore struggles when a third party asks for
specific information that might be spread vertically (across scales)
and horizontally (across models or leafs of the same data-structure).
From this finding, one could ask how to better construct and generate
the data itself so its accessibility is optimized in the future when the
user needs to query specific information. This unfolds new research
questions and perspectives for the further development of the
thesis, focusing not only on the integration of multiple constraints
through tight computational pipelines and workflows, but also on
the generation, accessibility and query of the data itself.
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during the design process, particularly through the use of graph
representations. However, the experiments (being always highly
integrated within tight workflows, pipelines and potential feedback
loops) easily encountered the problem of scalability, especially if one
does not organize rigorously the generated data and pre-computed
algorithms.
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Simulating anisotropic material
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ESR 07 - Efilena Baseta
What if architecture was responsive to its surroundings, like living
beings, and not a foreign body that cannot evolve with it? In this
framework, which would be the design principles of this kind of
architecture and from which materials would it be?
This research investigates ways to create macroscalar kinetic
architecture, whose behaviour derives from the microstructure
of its materials and more specifically to design a new, lightweight
construction system which considers structural elements as soft
actuators that adapt to stimuli from the surroundings. It focuses
on passive, shape-shifting material systems which contain matter
with inherent ‘intelligence’, eliminating the use of electronics and
mechanical parts. Respectively, by creating hierarchical structural
material systems with fibrous composites, self-actuation can be
achieved in similar ways as in plants, where the hierarchy and the
anisotropic characteristics of the parts, is proved to be the driving
force of a programmed deformation.
The first part of this research focused on documenting and simulating
shape changing materials. At the current stage, wood, a material
with augmented structural capabilities and inherent ‘intelligence’,
has been selected as the responsive matter to be explored. Physical
experiments have been conducted with strips of wood veneer with
different fibers orientation, in order to document and extract data
of their deformation upon changes in relative humidity. Material
simulations have been achieved through computer vision techniques.
Colour detection codes have been used to track the coloured edges
of the wood veneer samples during its deformation upon relative
humidity changes and subsequently have been digitalized through
algorithms. This enabled an accurate representation of the material
deformation as well as the extraction of various numerical data, such
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In the following steps of the research, the objective is to create a
scaled up material system. Thus, the anisotropic bending behaviour
of wooden beams upon mechanical loads will be explored and
responsive behaviours will be introduced by machinery and
embedding of additional passive smart material.
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as maximum height over time
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Virtual Prototyping FRP
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ESR 08 - James Solly
The research topic “Virtual Prototyping FRP” intends to improve the
digital design workflow for the Coreless Filament Winding fabrication
process. The aim is to investigate the underlying mathematics and
geometric basis of fibre interactions that occur during winding
then build upon this knowledge to create process simulation tools,
guidance on the definition of suitable fabrication sequences and a
catalogue of windable component geometries.
Coreless Filament Winding is a novel system for the fabrication of
Fibre Reinforced Polymer (FRP) structures that has been under
development at the ITKE and ICD, University of the Stuttgart, since
2012. The process involves winding continuous glass and carbon
fibre filaments around a minimal skeletal framework then, once
winding is complete and the material has cured, the mesh-like fibrous
components can be demounted from this framework to leave it free
for the fabrication of subsequent components
During winding, sequentially-placed fibres interact with one another
and the resulting contact positions generate the overall component
geometry and provide the links between differently-aligned fibres
that are required for structural integrity. This direct control of filament
placement within the build-space allows for multiple different
components to be created with only one winding frame (or set of
winding frames).
The current design process includes the creation of many physical
prototypes (ranging from hand-wound models to full-scale test
elements) to enable the final component geometry, fibre syntax
(laying sequence) and fibre directionality can be resolved. The aim
of the described research is to introduce a much greater degree
of Virtual Prototyping into the design process, supporting rapid
iterations in the early stage of coreless-wound component design.
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The intention for the next phase of the research is to develop a
lightweight simulation strategy for predicting the outcome of a series
of sequential fibre placements. Custom “fibre-winding” elements will
be created for initial deployment within the widely-used dynamic
relaxation (DR) tool Kangaroo Physics, with underlyinzzzg vectorbased methods suitable for adaptation to any DR-based solver. Once
a prototype of the simulation strategy is complete it will be tested
on fibre syntaxes from previously-built projects to determine general
accuracy. Then, if a successful result is achieved, it will be deployed
on upcoming projects planned with the University of Stuttgart and
the Innochain Industry Partners.
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To date this work has been developed through involvement in two
large-scale demonstrator projects, the Elytra Filament Pavilion (V&A
Museum, London then Vitra Campus, Weil am Rhein) and the ICD/
ITKE Research Pavilion 2016/2017. Engagement with these projects
has enabled an in-depth review of the state-of-the-art and allowed
for an accurate definition of which possible developments would be
best investigated by the current research.
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Simulating Concrete Formwork
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ESR 09 - Vasily Stinikov
#iceformwork - A new type of formwork for Ultra-High Performance
Concrete
In order to minimize the amount of cement involved in concrete
construction, the concrete industry today chooses a strategy of
reducing the share of cement in the total mass of concrete. This
approach leads to low mechanical properties of concrete, resulting
in thicker floor slabs, beams and columns.
An alternative strategy is to increase the share of cement in the total
mass, and to use far less of the much stronger concrete, specifically
Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC). While saving up to 70%
of the total concrete mass, it is strong enough to perform without
any reinforcement. Effectively, it creates a new condition where the
“ferro” in ferro-concrete looses the dominance it has had in the last
hundred years. The computation of the overall structural geometry
becomes important, and can be resolved with existing FEA algorithms.
The trade-off is the increased formal complexity - generated freeform geometry has no efficient method of industrial fabrication.
To be integrated in the real-world context, this strategy requires a
new method of fabrication of complex and bespoke formwork.Initial
experiments have shown that non-reinforced UHPC can successfully
harden in sub-freezing temperatures. This provided a ground to think
of a method of producing a formwork completely out of ice. Although
counterintuitive, it is still obvious that ice has certain properties that
are beneficial in relation to casting complex forms in concrete: the
use of ice eliminates all mold-related material waste, the demolding
does not require manual labor, and finally the form itself can be either
imposed through CNC milling, or alternatively be produced through
controlled incremental melting deformations. In combination with
the fact that ice requires relatively small changes in temperature in
its own production, potentially, the method is highly sustainable,
proposing to see industrial refrigerator as a new type of kiln.
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Simulating Robotic Feedback
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ESR 10 - Giulio Brugnaro
Integrating sensing with robotic fabrication procedures, the research
wants to investigate potential methods for analysing qualitative
material feedback and integrate them into the design environment
as the fabrication unfolds. To achieve this, the research proposes the
development of an adaptive framework for subtractive fabrication
strategies where the stages of design and fabrication are not arranged
in a linear fashion but rather in a continuously updating loop informed
by sensor data and sequential training sessions.
This is articulated around two main areas:
•

An “active” simulation environment able to locally describe the
workpiece and store continuously updating layers of “affordances”
in terms of materials, tools and design intentions.

•

A trained robotic agent able to communicate through feedback
loops and operate, increasingly well, within this environment.

The training of the system is structured, on one hand, through
the recording of skilled human experts performing subtractive
operations (e.g. carving procedures with a set of chisels and gouges),
while on the other through “extensive” robotic explorations directly
operating with the material. In both cases, the recorded information
is subsequently compiled into large datasets and used within a
machine learning procedure (Artificial Neural Network) to train an
adaptive robotic system for subtractive fabrication processes with a
similar range of materials and tools.
The developed tools have been evaluated in a series of design
probes, presented at the First Year Colloquium, which provided the
opportunity to test the complete cycle of recording, learning and
fabricating, successfully showing the potential of the methods as
well as the challenges that need to be addressed next, such as the
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The future research plans are oriented towards the integration of
the developed tools in the collaborations with the industry partners
within the upcoming secondments periods. The main challenge will
be framing the developed methods into a design and fabrication tool
that could be integrated into the firm’s workflow and used in realworld professional projects. To achieve this, the focus will be on:
•

Increasing the robustness of the workflow through the seamless
integration of sensor data (3d scanning and force feedback) into
the design environment to continuously update the “affordances”
layers.

•

Extending the role of machine learning methods toward designoriented tasks and a wider range of tool/material configurations

.
•

Developing an intuitive interface that could be used to integrate
design intentions and goals with material explorations during the
fabrication.
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ability of dealing with a wider range of materials, tools and design
complexity.
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Form[less] Concrete Deposition
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ESR 11 - Helena Westerlind
The introduction of additive manufacturing technology in concrete
construction challenges some of the principles that currently
condition the use of concrete within the built environment;
such as the dependence upon formwork and the tendency for
standardization and simplification of architectural elements. This
research project, explores controlled deposition of concrete at the
intersection between material design and architecture, in search of
newfound correspondences between concrete performance and the
articulation of flow.
The operation of placing concrete by deposition signifies a
fundamental departure from conventional casting techniques in
that the formalisation of concrete-flow, no longer is conditioned by
the restraint and control provided by the opposing force of a static
formwork, but by the self-supporting capacities of the material itself
coupled with the movement of deposition. This change represents,
not only, a significant technological shift, but also, a potential
conceptual leap towards an understanding of concrete as active
matter, with inherent self-supporting potentialities.
This research project pursues a material approach by exploring bidirectional workflows and feedback mechanisms to investigate
synergies between material behaviour and design intent. The
overall aim of the project is concerned with advancing concrete
performances by varying the composition of concrete used within a
structure depending on local performance requirements as a way to
achieve a more precise and efficient use of material resources. The
notion of ‘material resolution’, as opposed to ‘geometric resolution’,
is central to the work as it emphasises the ability to synthesise
internal and external forces involved in the process of deposition for
the purpose of optimizing concrete performance..
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Material Gradient FRP
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ESR 12 - Saman Saffarian
Elastic Kinetic Building Envelopes
Compliant Mechanisms represent a valid alternative to rigid
mechanisms for movement generation. Relying on elastic material
deformation to achieve transformation, these systems dramatically
reduce mechanical complexity, simplify fabrication and economise
operation.
The potentials of these Elastic Kinetic systems can be harnessed
to design and manufacture novel Climate Adaptive Architectural
Envelopes that not only alleviate well-known issues associated with
existing Kinetic Facades, but also provide an arguably more elegant
and light weight solution for complex architectural forms.
.
Focusing on Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP) this project investigates
methods of precise fiber deployment and lay-up patterns, for
fabrication of elastic kinetic components with a gradient stiffness in
a systematic way to achieve movement efficiency, optimize cyclic
performance and reduce material fatigue.
A shape specific component (FlectoFold) has been strategically
selected as a geometric template for materialisation. This enables a
scientific framework for a comparative assessment of geometric and
material parameters, an accurate identification of each parameter’s
impact on the overall elastic kinetic behaviour, and an in-depth
knowledge about integration of actuation technology and support
systems.
Currently a series of FlectoFold components are being fabricated with
incremental and systematic variations in their fiber lay-up pattern and
geometric definition. The data gathered through performance tests
will serve as an experimental basis and a quantitative foundation for
future conclusions about most effective fiber deployment strategies.
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The on-going FRP material gradient engineering of elastic kinetic
components, constitutes the primary part of this research work.
The accumulated knowledge gathered through design, prototyping,
analysis and fabrication of components will be utilized to develop a
comprehensive study of architectural applicability. This study will
identify relevant architectural scenarios for application, showcase
technological, material & geometric potentials and limitations of
elastic kinetic systems in comparison to existing kinetic systems, and
last but not least will explore aesthetic and choreographic potentials
that these systems offer to enrich the pallet of architectural design
and human experience.
.
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The results of these investigations will be showcased in the form of
a large Kinetic Demonstrator in an architecturally relevant scale, to
highlight the potentials and restrictions of Elastic Kinetic systems in
terms of design and technical performance.

Applied Robotics – Controlled
Material Deposition
FIRST YEAR COLLOQUIUM
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ESR 13 - Arthur Prior
‘Styling Clay’ is a class of prototyping material that is widely used
in the industrial design sector, especially automotive design.
Counterintuitively, these materials don’t contain any clay minerals –
they are composed of waxes, oils and synthetic fillers. Clay has been
popular since the 1930’s. Today, it is often used in workflows that
combine sculpting, CAD freeform surface modelling, 3D scanning
and CNC machining – artists don’t discriminate between traditional
sculpting and computational tools. Why are designers still using
clay? Voices from industry reason, “It’s easy to change — you just
add it, or take it away. It allows you to be creative and come up with
something quickly. 3D printing, on the other hand, is just that —
printing...It’s a great collaborative tool – everyone can get around it,
brainstorming three-dimensionally....When you work on a computer,
you have a tendency to zoom in, and you get too concerned with
the details”. This project has developed novel prototyping methods
that recognise the value of a material that is malleable and open
to change. For the first time, styling clay is used as part of an
additive manufacturing process – not to replace, but to extend the
possibilities of existing design methods. Robotic systems enable
rapid and customised material deposition patterns, creating forms in
their ‘near-net-shape’. Subtractive techniques (i.e. milling) are used
to remove excess material according to the desired geometry. This
combination of additive and subtractive techniques – sometimes
called ‘Hybrid Manufacturing’ – prefigures a best-of-both worlds
scenario that brings together the geometric freedom and material
efficiency of additive manufacturing with the precision and excellent
surface finish of machining. Feedback from the colloquium, ‘Design
Probes’, in Vienna, highlighted the importance of integrating 3D
scanning techniques within this process, enabling design decisions
that are made through physical sculpting to be integrated with CAD
modelling methods.
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Small scale robotic manufacturing
for the large scale buildings
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ESR 15 - Stephanie Chaltiel
I propose to take advantage of advanced robotic fabrication involving
people fabricating and robots working simultaneously and real time
sensing reacting devices to revisit principles of earth architecture.
This research takes as a point of departure the following assumption:
Bringing revisited methods of earth architecture into parametric
design and robotic fabrication could lead to very innovative and
sustainable structures fabrication.
Theses hands on and simulation based digital fabrication methods
continue building up on the knowledge from previous fabrication
workshops ran at the architectural association London between 2012
and 2015.
Although this project takes its impetus in an academic environment,
the primary objective is to hack immediately available technology
to develop a patented sustainable large shell construction method
based on merging very old with cutting edge mini robotic techniques.
The setting up of this hybrid technique relies on data flow control
between clay mix properties, structure distortion along the process
and constant recalibration of robotic spraying.
The first 6 months of the research, robotic arm has been tested on
the fabrication of the earthen shells. (Clay spraying per layer on
temporary fabric formwork.
The research has slowly moved to smaller robots able to reach the
different areas of the shell, hence drones available for agricultural
purposes are being explored for the next stage of the research.
During the first-year colloquium in Vienna hosted by IoA/Angewandte
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Wattle and daub is a traditional technique of raw earth architecture
from which this research borrows some fabrication principles. This
technique was said to be extremely cheap and that robotic techniques
could add a significant amount of budget not allowing the technique
to enter the general construction chain.
The research will therefore be based on minimizing the cost of the
digital fabrication parts.
The thickness of the resulting shells produced was discussed as high
inertia and indoors climatic comfort comes in great part from the
significant thickness of earth construction.
The research will continue exploring the idea of earthen shells first
working in traction when the fabric formwork is still present and
working in compression when large thicknesses (20 cm thickness for
1 3m high shell) are achieved by multiple layers’ matter deposition.
Some comments were made regarding upside down experiments.
Those have been carried out in previous fabrication experiments and
can influence the geometry research on the earthen shells
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the following comments by the scientific committee were addressed
regarding the following steps of this research.
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